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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to detenn:ine the degree of self-actualization (SA) as measured by the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)
an·Dng various groups of male intercollegiate atJJ.etes at the UP..iversity of
the Pacific.

The s;Jbjects (N = 111) were golf (N = 8), tennis (N

}------,~w-:i:rrn-;i:ng-(N-o·-6)-,-basEb<i.tJ-(N-.,-/.5-)-,-baske-rbai:l-(N =

(N =53).

=

5),

11f), anirfootDall

The subjects v7ere categorized into three sub-groups:

(l) indi-

vidual sport mairoers (golf, tennis, svrirrming) and team sport JJP..mbers (baseball, basketball, football); (2) good players, regular players, and substitutes; and (3) upper-division athletes and lower-division athletes.

111.e POI (Shostrom 1963) was adnti.n:i. stered to rreasure the degree of
SA for all participating subjects.

The POI was developed to measure values

and behavi.or hypot.besized to be pararrount in the developmant of the selfactualizing person.

Initial development of the item pool was based on

observed value judgrrent problems deterrni...'led by therapists in private practice.
Further, these ite.rr.s were agreed to be related to the theoretical fo:nmJlat:ions and research of leaders in Humanistic, Existential, and C"'E!stalt schools
of therapy.
POI were:

Annng concepts inco:cpo:cated in the :initial dev-elopment of the
!VIas low's (1962, 1970) hypotheses about self-actualization; Reisman,

Glazer, and Dexmy' s (1950) system of inner- and othe::.:-d:i.rectedness; May,
Angel, and Ellenberge:r·' s (1958), as well as Perls' (191+7, 1951) conceptualization of time cn:ientation; and Bach and Go'l.dberg' s (1974) theories of

acceptance and aggressi<n (K;:1app 1976, p. 3).

Raw scores were collected f-rom the support (127 items) and tirue com-

petence (23 items) scales of the POI.

Since these two major scales offered

a valid and reliable measure of SA, practic.ality dictated their use and the
exclusion of the available ten sub-scales.

These measures of SA were corre-

lated with the various sub--group categories in search of significant
relationships.
It was hypothesized that the SA of individual sport particip=ts would
be signifi.ca.'"!tly higher than team sport participants.

It wa..s hypothesized

that the SA of good players would be significantly higher tba:n regular players,
and that the SA of regular players v\IOuld be significantly higher than substi··
tutes.

And, it vms hypothesized that the SA of upper--division athletes

would be significantly higher than lower-division athletes.
1he statist.ic~·analysis was treated by the University of Pacific Computer Services Depactrrent.

1he Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) program was used in determin:Lng an analysis of variance for aJ.l groups
and sub-groups.

The level of significance was established at . 05 for all

statistical procedures.
No significant differences were fotmd when SA raw scores were compared
arrong (1) individual and .team sport members, (2) good players, regular players,
and Slibst:itutes, and (3) 1.1pper--div:i.sion athletes and lower-division athletes.
The POI did not disc:r:iminate clearly enough to predict atbJ.etic per.formance group n:embership.

The POI resu}.ts displayed mathematical di:Efermc.es

au:ong all groups :tested; bov1ever, statistical differences never threatened the
critical level of significance.

1hese findings may suggest tllat SA by itself

was not a valid i;·1dicator of individual athletic perfonnance.

In conclusion,

the POI illay not .be a practical instrur.nent when atterupting to discern.

statisd~

cal differences amcmg homogeneous grot.lps in the collegiate athletic sett:ir.g.
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Cbapter 1
INTHODUGriON
Sport competition in all nations of the wodd is historically unprecedented.

Since sport :L.s such a cent:r-al theme in Imst cultures of the

world, many aspects of it have come under h1tense scn1tiny by sociologists,

I

physiologists, and psychologists.

A great number of psychologists as well

as sport theorists have analyzed the relationship between behavior and sport.
For example, Ogilivie and Tutko (1970) identified personality dirilensions
which were essential to COIT\)etitive success.
twc

1

Cratty (1972) suggested that

dimensions of the personality of athletes should be measured:

traits &<d the clynam.tc components of behavior.

the stable

Naval<: (1976) stated that the

ultimace compet:ition in sports was not with others but with oneself.
Experts were seek:L'1g to understand what makes one athlete better than
another athlete.

To .accomplish this task, they suggested that one must dis-

cover the. similarities shared by highly successful athletes.

Nova..l(. ha.s

directed his research towards the irmer WtJrkL'1gs of the at.'J.lete for such insights (1976), stating that every successful athlete must undergo a process
of self-discovery before understanding his own potential:
Each at..hlete must, sooner or later, cease pretending to be '"hat he is
not or carmot be, and rejoice in playing up to the limit given him .
1
•L:w.e
' " ~s
• no~
+ equa.c.
Cod ~s
. no egal"~tar~ar1.
.
Prowess var1.es
.
. •J every
vT.l.Ll
in,lividual. (p. 159).
Ti.JO questions were brought to the researcher's attention;

Are $Cme irl.divicluals

nnre capable of =dergoing this necessary process of self-discovery?

And, what

an: the contributing varia.bles that make up one's prm·Jess? . If it vere possible
to locate successful athLetes t:hat have undergon(-'! th:Ls process of
]_

sel£-d:i.scove:r:y~

and if it were also possible to correlate significant similarities of the
athletes who bave reached closer to their full potential, then one rnay bett!=J::;,
1mderstand some of the components that enhance sport perfonnance.

It was the

focus of tbis study to pinpoint an element of the psychological m1:ke-1.;p_of
atl1letes that was related to the discovery of one's potential.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to dete:r:mine the degree of self-actualization as measured by the Personal Orientation Inventory a-,xmg various groups
of male intercollegiate athletes at
Self-Actualization:

tl~

University of the Pacific.

Humanistic Psychologists suggested that a person

realizes his full potential when he sel£-acl<Jalizes.

Haslow (1961) initiated

.the tf'.:L"!\1 self-actualization (SA) to describe a ID?.ntally

l~lthy

person.

postulated that hunan growth vJas a process of self-discovery where

tl~

He
individ-

ual progressed tirough stages seeking to fulfill four categories of basic
needs :

physiological needs , safety needs , be1onging needs, esteem needs, a.'!d

!Jl.art' s highest need for self-actualizatiQn.

Bls hierarchial pattern indicated

that each stage must be fulfilled before the follm-rl.ng one may be fulfil.led.
In general terms, the self-act:ualizing person had satisfied his basic needs,

was more fully functioning, and lived a more e..trriched life tban did tl1e aver-·
age person (Has low 1961 and Rogers 1961).

Such an individual was see.\1 as one

who developed and utilized his unique capabilities or potentials; one wbo was
free of :Lnhibiticms £,nd €'lrotional turnni.l; and one vJho was pr:hmrily living
tvith a strong concern for the present as opposed to the past or future,
Through inquiry and observation, Hasl.ow realized that people =Y tern.. porariJ:y self··actu:.;l:Lze and that SA was not an all-or-nothing state of being
as i.t was often misconceived to be.

Rather, he suggested that sueh a state

.,

_,

sbouJd be thought of as a passing change of character, possibly a transcendence, and refen:ed to this state as "r:unents of self-actualizing(l971, p. 98)."
He asserted that not only may self-actualizing rrJDITJents be the happiest and
most thrilling, but that they may also be mo=ts of greatest maturity, i:miividuation, fulfill=t-·-or, one's healthiest 1mrnents.

vJhen Haslow rec'llized

that one may self-actualize =entarily, he redefined the overall concept:
Any episode jn which the powers of the person come together in a par·"
ticularly efficient and intensely enjoyable v.--ay, where he is TIDre open
--------;c.:oL~a~e1~ieaec--,------R).:rr:~e-i-cliGsyncrat-ic---,-----rrure-perfect±y-e...xpre.-sseve-or-spvn•~---

taneous, fully fun.ctioni:og, nnre creative, TIDI'e bun::n:ous, TIDre egotranscenc!lll.g, and mre independent of lower needs, may now be considered rr>JI1llcnts of self-actualizinz. One becomes in these episodes
TIDre truly himself, l!Xlre perfectly actualizing his potentials, closer
to the core of his being, rrore fully hurnan (1963, p. 97).
1-k'lS low bas ten:ned such temporary lTlCJli!eilts of self-actualizing as peal<

experiences.

"What seems to distinguish those individuals I have called self-

actualizinz people," seated Haslow (1968), "is that in them these episodes
seem to come far mre

:[y.~~ently,

intensely, and perfectly than in average

people (p_... 99)." Such states can, in theory, come at any time in life to alnost any person.
Out;side of sport it seemed that one realized his potential and vJas operating rrost effederrtly w·hen he was self-·actu.a.lizing.

If it were tnre self-

actuali.z:L."'lg means to operate more spontaneously, creatively, and effortlessly,
ill9Y it be possible that athletes self-actualize in sport.?

Such descriptions

were precisel_y charact<';ristic of the play of highly successful athletes:
In any sport a caJl.<"rr, ek-pression.. for this type of play is 'playing out -

of one's mind, ' or 'over one's head. ' Both Arthur Ashe and Billie Jean
King used these phL·ases to describe their performs.nces ,,t,i:le -;v:inning
the wiJ;ibledon Tennis 'l"ournament in 1975.. In such instances there is
a n:cmentary disappearance of conscious thought. The player :L--me:cses
• 'ru.mse
.
lF:_ :m
' t:-h e actJ.. on, contl..nua_
.
11y b rea1'
•· l se 1,_Jln:Lts
nng ra
p 1acea. on h'lS
potential. Awareness become acutely heightened while analysis, a..TL-dety
and self-conscious thought are completely forgotten. Enjoy.11.e11t is at
a peak, p;rre and un.spoil.ed (Galhvey 1976, p. 9).

,--------------·--·-----

··-··
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Whert the athlete was imnersed in such a state, playing spontaneously, ereatively, and effortlessly, it might be said that he was actualizing his potentials.

At this juncture strong similarities 1t1ere found in the general

characteristics of the actualizing athlete and of l"'.raslow' s actualizing person.
Both were highly perceptive, creative,

spont~meous,

capable of it1tense concen-

tr:ation, and capable of actualizing their potential.
Self-actualization may possibly be the Uility of tl:1e body a."ld the mind.

sport.

Novak (1976) stated:
1here .is a certain point of unity >vithin the self, and between the self
and its world, a certain complicity and magnetic mating, a certain harmony., that conscious mind and will. cannot direct .... Com:nand by :L.'1Stinct
is s;vifter, subtler, deeper, more accurate, m:Jre in touch ,.Jith reality
tb?..n comnand by conscious mind .... The mind should be no tyrant; will
should not be authoritarian. F-ather, one listens to the humblest parts
of oneself, allmvs them to express themselves , concentrates quietly,
without forcing or pressii1g, on the desired end, and lets the con-stituent assembly of the many parts of self and world work tbeir consensual will. \vhen all W(J.tk together in implicit harmony, the center
of the self ·meets the center of the focused ~t10rld; the fat of the
swung bat meets the inner secret of the ball i11. unmistaken svJeetness
and grace, and the :i.rmer will of the swing and the imler will of the
ball fuse like a single streak of light (p. 164).

It was understandable that Novak (1976) follovJed with the statement that "man's
•
.potent:ta
• ] . 'l.J.es
•
• 1:tl.S
u1 t:tmate
ll1
0

l. •1•
ao1.
:tty

.to un:t•fy 'nand , heart, and. nun
• d ....(P. l .o'5), . II

Gallwey (1972) concu=ed illth this cmcept of unity when ·he stated that
when the mind vJas quieted, the united l·ody and nand may be allowed to achieve
its potEontial.

A quieted Lri.nd was non-judgm2ntal in that it did not will per··

forn:Jel..nce or OIJtcome to be a certain '"ay; rather, it trusted the body's ability
to perfonn.

11;e qu:i.et:=d :n:ilod let the body play and did not interfere -w"'ith per-

fotmanee h1 any way (Galh.>:oy 1972).

'.\."nis ability to quiet the mind depended

upon a hi.gh J.evel. of concentration and a high
(1976) defined concentration:

de~s--ree

of confidence.

G3.llwey

5
Tn1e concentration is the natural state of mind focused on the oresent,
and it exists whenever the mind isn't \vandering off into the past or
future, or into the fantasy lands of what should or shouldn't, might
or might not, be. The concentration of a child or an animal is an
effortless focusing of attenticm_ on whatever is relevant in the present.
It is only because our minds have become so restless and out of our
control that it seems to take effort to achieve the state. Bllt once
we are truly concentrated we aren't even aware of it; we are focused
only on the object or activity in which •1e are absorbed. There is no
conscious effort to re111ain in the state; only after we are distracted
is effort again requ:i.red (p. 61) .
As fonner British Open Golf Champion Tony Jacklin stated:

\\l'nen I'm in this state e-very-thing i s pure, vividlv clear. I'm in~a~--------
cocoon of concentration. And if I canput myself in that cocoon, I'm
invincible (Doudst 1973, p. · 32).
P.e.r.sons h.we .become supremely self-confident when c:hey were assured that
their abilities could successfully Qeet all

cl~~llenges.

They were relatively

unconcerned with their shortcomings and nore concerned ':·lith

~loiting

their

strength<;;, and thus vvere able to act spontaneously .md instinctively:· : Ga:Uwey
(1971) na:intained that w-hen a person had the necessary confidence and concentration and the subsequen.t control to quiet the miad, he \"'uld conquer the
'l1l.e inner game '"as referred to as the interaction of the mind

"inner. game."

and body as it related to physical activity.

When an athlete has conquered

this irn:J.er game, his play will be spontaneous, creative, effortless, centered
:in the ll.e:re-and-now, and free flowing.

Tlri.s type of play was exemplified by

Jacklin at the Briti..sh Open and Ashe and Kit1g at Himbledon.

It was at this

point tbHt the athlete fully actualized bis potential.
Justification
11:-J_ro sv1dy attempted to show the relationship between SA and sport.

The study v.1as based on these following questicns:
does he bave

&

If one is a sel£--actualizer,

gr·eater o_bHity to control and quiet the. mind?

Does he-' have the

supreme cor.fidence to let lri.s actions flaw instinctively and spontaneously?

,-----------~-~~'~-~---~=~-~=-~---
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On the playing fields, is be raore able to free himself of ciiscumive mindbody interaction allowing b:iJmelf to actualize his potential mere frequentlz_,
intensely, and 2£_rfectly_?
It was the attanpt of this study to discover relationships between
successful athletes and their respective levels of SA.

'.l'l:'.e study pmvided in-

sights into the SA of successful male collegiate athletes at the University of
the Pacific.

The Persorw.l Orientation Inventory (POI) was a.clm:irtistered to

measure the degr:ee. of SJ). in_alLpar_ticipa.ti.n.g_ath.Ietes -._'J:.qe-SupfJGl~t

m-1~l~.G:..i:rnec----

Competence scale scores_ of the POI w-ere chosen as general indicators of an
overall measure of SA.
_S,!!l1IJrob lerns
·1.

To det.emu.ne SA differEnces between :ll1dividual sport and team sport

participants as me.asured by the POI.
2.

To determi..>e SA differences arrong good players, regular players,

and substitutes from all teams as measur-ed by- the POI.

3.

To. determine SA: difference.s between college upper-division male

athletes and

collc~.ge

lower-division male athletes as measured by the POI.

fli"E<?theses
L

Tne SA of individual sport participants v."d.ll be significantly

ltigher than team sport participants.
2.

'Ihe S.i\ of good players will be significantly higher than regular

players and substitutes.
3.

The SA of regular players vri.ll be sigr.ificSJ-:ltly hif;her than

sllb~

stitutes.
L1~.

The SA of college

upper-·divis~.on

higher thim louer·-dbi.sion atllletes.

athletes will be significantly

------

-

~~
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Limitations

1.

The researcher acknowledged the possibility of varying nntivational

levels from individual to individual.
2.

The testing environment was not ideal, in that all tests were not ad-

ministered in the identical controlled setting (explanation in Chapter 3, p .~7) .
Delimitatirm
All subjects were nale intercollegiate athletes enrolled at the Univer-

sity of the Pacific.
Ba~ic Ass~ons

l.

It was assumed that each subject participated \lith the utm::>st

integrity and honest-j.
2.

It was assumed that all subjects tested had minimum reading ability

as deternrined neeessa.._-y by the test makers.
Defini. tions
The following terms were defined in order to give the reader a better
lll1derstanding of the study:

l.

Self--Actualization. 111e fulfillment of all one's capabilities.

2.

Hum-'lnistic Psychology. The st-udy of

hl.:~rnar1

behavior where it is be-

lieved that: the individual >;vill become a rational, socialized being if he is
allor,ved to develop freely.

Fu:ctl,ermore, he will become a constructive being,

intent on :fulfilling not simply his ir,stinctive biologieal needs, but also
some. higher vision of his eapabilit:ies

3.

(!'~sltm

1971).

-Good Plav.:=r·s.
..___ "Team members who were at least defini.te starters, ma-

jor· eontributors to the team, or had received regional or national recognition
or possessed definitE' potential to achieve such in the future (Albaugh 1977)."

8
4.

Regular Playe:te§.· "They may be starters, first line replacements,

definitely figure in game plans, may not see considerable action, but have
demonstrated ability to becO!!le a bona fide regular or good player (Albaugh
1977)."
5.

Substitutes. "They only see action if the game is no l<mger in

doubt; they are squad mer.lbers with no apparent chance of becoming a regular
player (Albaugh 1977) . "
6.

Individual S'ports. Golf. tennis, and swirmri.lJg. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7.

Team Sports. Football, basketball, and baseball.

B.

Upper-division Athletes. Subjects beyond their sophorrore year in

college.
9.

l.Dwer-div-:ision Athletes. Subjects not having reached their junior

year in college.
10.

!:'_ersona.l Qrie_nt.§J-tion Invento:sy. An inst:rument developed to neasure

values and be.havior hypothesized to be pararrount :L."l the development of the
self-actualizing person.

Chapter 2
RE.'VIEW OF 'lllE LITERATURE
The review of the literature
ted by the follO'.ving sub-titles:

'I.US

divided into si_x categories designa-

T"ne Personal Orientation Inventory, POI

Scales, Validi.ty of the Instnm1ent, Reliability of the InstruFJent, Studies
Implementir1g the POI, and Studies that Focused on Sport and the. POI.
The

~~erscmal

Orientation Invent:oEY

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) was developed to measure
values and behavior hypothesized to be paramount in the developme.'it of the
nelf-actu."lli.zing pe:::son.

Initial developme..TJ.t of the item pool was based on

observed value-judg:nent problems determined by therapists in private practice.
Fu:cther, thr"se items were

agr·e·~d

to be related to the theoretical formula-

tions and research of le.aders in Humanistic, Existential, and C',estalt schools
of therapy.
POI were:

l>m::mg concepts incorporated in the initial development of the

Haslow' s (1962, 1970) hypotheses about self-'actualization;

Reisman, Glazer, and Denny's (1950) system of inner- and other-directedness;
Hay, Angel, and

Ellenberg~'r·

s (1958), as well as Perls' (1947·, 1951) ca,1•·

ceptualization of ti.rne orientation; and Bach a11d Goldberg's (1974) theories
of acceptance of aggression (Knapp 1976 p. 3).

POI Scales
The :POI was divided :L.1to t:'wo major scales and ten sub-scales.
_S.:_lj)DOrt and

tim~ E2:?:P..E::!=~ce_

111e

seal es covered two major areas iroport:ar,t in

personal deve1opme.n.t a.11d personal interaction.

9

Scores on each of the ten

10
sub-scales were intended to reflect a facet important in the developraent of
of the self-actualizing pe.rson.
lbe support scale (127 items) was designed to measure \vhetr.er an
individual's mode of perception was characteristically "self'' oriented or
"other" oriented.

Inner, or self-directed individuals were directed from

within based on one's own principles and ootivation; other-directed persons
were directed by forces outside of themselves such as fears, peer pressures,

the degree to which the individual. lived in the present as contrasted vri.th
the past or future.

The time competent person lived in the present, fully

aware a:.<1d in touch with his needs, while the tilne incorrpetent person lived
primarily in the past, with regrets and resentments, and/or in the· future,
with idealized goals, d::-eams, predictions, and fears.

Growth tov1ard per-

sonal self-act:u..'llizing was said to involve the development of time

st.: and the C:evelopma"Lt of

itmer-·di:cecte~ess

of

~port

corr~Jeten•.'

(Knapp, 1976),

The ten sub-scales available for evaluation and their respective nll!Ober
of items v7ere as follows:

Self-actualizing value (26), Existentiality (32),

Feeling l{eactbity (23), Spontaneity (18), Self--l{egard (16) 1
(26), Nature of J:lan (16),

Syner~r;

Self~Acceptance

(9), Acceptance of Aggression (25), and

Capacity fcir h1.tirr18.te C',ontact (28) .
S110st:mm (1974) stated that. an accu:J."ate measure of an individual's
kvel of ac.tualizing =y be obtained by scoring only the support artd tiLJe
competence scales.

Da'lYD. (1969, 1972) confirmed the conclusion that a sample

combination of support. P.nd time

corr~etence

tion of a11. overal.l measure of the POI.
a valid and reliable

r~P-asure

raw scores was the best predic-

Since the two major scales offered

of SA, practicality dictated their use.

11
Validitv of the Instrument

- - -...,_.=..t.__::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

At the outset of validity investigation, authors of the POI decided
that tbe test should discr:imir,ate. between. the individuals who ba-v.e been ob··
served in their life beill'lvior to have attair1ed a relatively high level of
self-actualizing from those who have not evidenced such development.

To

test the POI's effectiveness in mald.•rJg this discr:imi.r.atim., the Inventory
was administered to tw-o brr.ou.ps; one of "relatively self-actualizing" adults
ana the other of relatively "non-self-actualizing'' adults.

Persons in these

tw-o groups were carefully selected, each group being nominated by practicing,

certified clinical psycJ:..ologists.
respectively.

The number of subjects were 29 and 34,

Results indicated that the Inventory significar1tly discrimi-

nated between se1f-actualizers and non-self-actualizers (Knapp, 1976),
Reliability .::>_Lthe _;.'1s_::~t
Development of the POI was based on concepts of dynamic traits of personality thus making traditional concepts of reliability inappropriate in
many L""lsta...'l.ces.

This was particularly true in the case of estimates of

stability based on repeated administrations over given periods of time,

The

PO:t was highly sensitive to intervals between administrations as Bloxom
,,._

(1972) noted:
'l'he reliabiJ.ity coefficients range from 2 rroderate . 55 to a good . 85,
Only three sub-scales have coefficients tbat might be regarded as substandard (less tban . 70) . These sub-scales measure variables that
are effect-related and, as such, may be measuring fl.uct-uatiml in 1mod
states from test to retest (p. 291).
POI authors placed a precautionary note :iJ:1. regards to sub-scale fluctuation.
However, the two major scales for support and time competence have consistently displayed adequate coefficients.

Klavetter a:n.d Hogar (1967) found reli-

ability coeffi.cif'.nts of . 77 and . 71, respectively> for support and time
scales, based on test--retest adlrjrLi.stration.

In a study administered to 172
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tmiversity students, \Vise a.'1d Davis (1975) report test-retest coefficients
of .85 and . 75, respectively, for tl1e support and ti..rue scales.
Studies Implementi.l!&.. the POI
Self-actualization studies implementing the POI as the prir.:rry instrument
have been administered to groups ranging frarn psychopathic felons (Fisher

1968) to student nurses (Ilardi and Hay 1963) to management s·upervisors
(Landenberger 1971).

!'!'xray (1966) investigated the relationship Qf_teacher_ _ __

success and SA as measured by the POI.

A marked difference in the degree of

SA was found betv1ee.'1 teachers with high success ratings and lovl success
ratings with nore successful teachers being more self-acl-ual.izing.
The POI has been used extensively in counseling settings as a counseling tedmique, and some very important fi..ndings have been reported from research data generated under these conditions.

C01.mselor level of self-

actualizing, and the effect of this as an overall eoncept in the cotmseling
process, has presented new implications for the theory of comseling (Y..napp,

1976) .. J,gib and Snyder (1967), in a study of group counseling with C'.ollege
underadlievers, examined the interaction of tmderachievement and scores derived from pre- and post-course administration of the POI.
A great number of snldies involvL.•g the effects of "encounter group"
sessir.)!1S bave 1-nplemented the POI.

Seerna.11, Nidich, and Banta. (1972) sup-

ported other findings stating that the I!Dre self-actualizing person, rather

thr.J.ll the "disturbed" ir,di.vidual, was likely to seek encotmter therapy.
Evidence conc('l1Tli11g trends in POI scores with age Vl6re available from
a m.miber of sources.

FrOin a theoretical standpoint it has been hypothesized

that peaks of a.ctur..lizi:ng carmot be reached tmtil full maturity is attained .
JV~'ls1ow

(1970) stated tha.t in seKcching a college campus for

self~a.ctualizing
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persons, "I had to conclude that SA of the sort I had fmmd in my older sub-jects was not possible in our society for yo1.mg developing people'' (p. 150).
Shostrom, Knapp, and Knapp (1976) have further developed this theoretical
position.
El.upirical data based on administration of the POI have supported this
contention.

Mean scores for adult samples tended to be higher than those

based on high school student samples.

Advanced college student samples were

higher tna.'l. entering college stude11.ts' , and samples from both of these populations were higher than high school student samples (Knapp, 1976).
Studies Focused on Sport and the POI
Cratty (1972) made re.ference to the relevance of SA in contemporary sport
suggesting that some 1:rurnan needs may be fulfilled in sport such as needs for
belor.ging, se.lf-estee:n, and possible self--actualization.
dra:~vn

Even though it has

the attention of some sport theorists, only one research effort has

been attempted correlating SA and athletes.
Ibrahim and HJrrison (1976) conducted a study to compare self--concept
and SA of male athletes and non-athletes on the high school and college level.
To meast;re SA, Shostrorn' s POI vJas used.

Various group pairings were estab-

lisbed and a series of t-tests were conducted by scoring all twelve scales
of the POI.

Out of the twelve traits from the POI, four significant differ··

ences were fotmd between high school male athletes and non-athletes, and one
betweE'll. the college group.

Ibra.trim and Norrison found no significa.n:t differ-

ence bet\Jeen male athletes and rr.ale non-athletes at the· college level in selfconcept and SA..

In general, athletes were found to be below average in the:iJ:·

self-concept and average in their self-actualizing traits.

Ibrahim and !•lorri-

son found the resultr. of their study supported the hulk of their hypotheses

~
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that stated there would be no significant difference mmng the groups
tested.
In an essay entitled Yoga and Hestem Spo:r·t, l1urphy (197 ) suggested

that athletes experienced states of consciousness similar to those

experi~

enced by individuals practicing yoga.
I am led to believe that for some people sport is a liberating discipline of sorts, a kind of yoga or sadb.ara in the making .... (p. 4).
l·li.rrphy' s discoveries might be referred to as peak experiences,

TI1e

'vri.t:i.ng.~s_ _ __

of Gallwey (1975), Leonard (1975), and Spino (1976) bave supported those of
l1urphy' s.

Their findings suggested that self-actualizing may be facilitated

in :individual sport sett:ings.

Examples of these sett:ings were golf, tennis•

martial arts, long dist&"!ce running, and track and field,

These writers did

not exclude the occur:ence of sueh e..'C',;>eriences in the team sport setting;
however, they implied tl>.at individual sports enhanced the occurrence of peak
experiences or self-actualiz:ing nnments.

The bulk of d1eir study was done

by investigation and personal :interv:Lew.

Highly skilled amateur and pro-

fessional athletes have se:r-ved as the sources of the :investigations.

The POI has been used in a wide range of settings, outside of the
sport environment.
rllffilbership.

~

It bas rarely been used in relation to perforroance group

Hurray (1966) sh.0V7ed that teachers with high success rati.11gs

were higher self·-actua.lizers.
tor in tenns of Sl\.

Age has been shown to be a significant fac-

Age seems to en'la."lce SA traits as shown by t1aslow (1970)

and Shostrom, K.'la.pp, and fnapp (1976).

J:<furphy (1975), Leonard (1975), and

Spino (1976) have suggested that the individual sport setti.."1g facilitated the
oceurrence of self-actualizing rroments.

In conelu.sion, Ibrahim &'l.d V.:on:iGon

have conduci:ed the lone st;uJy relating the POI and athletes,

Their. results
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showed athletes and non-athletes to be average in tbeir degree of SA at the
high school and college level when measured by the POI .

. """'

Chapter 3

FESFARCH l1E1HOlXJLOGY
The procedures used in gatherh1g and interpreting the data in th:Ls
study are described lit th:Ls chapter.

1Ul statistical &'lal.ysis was handled

by the University of the Paei..fi.c Computer Services

DeparilTen"'t~:·~-----------

Sources of Data

--~---·

The subjects consisted of male intercollegiate atbletes (N
::he University of the Pacific.
included.

Naibers from individual and team sports were

The specific teams represented were golf (N

s;virrming (N = 6), baseball (N

= 1.11) at

= 25),

= 3) , tennis (N = 5) ,

basketball (N =14), and football

53).
All att>J.etes involved in th:Ls study were evalUc'lted for athletic abil--ity. by the.d.r .coach.

Each coach placed his respective athletes li1 one of

three ::ategori..es defined as good players, regular players, and substitutes.
The status groups were clearly defined for the coaches (Chapter 1, p. 7-8).
The reliability of ·the coaches' evaluations >vas based on their established
expertise i.rl their respe•::tive field.
lnstrunent for Data Collection
The Personal Ode..rJt:ation Inventory (POI) was administered to all subject.s.

'L1le POI consisted of 150 t>vo-choice comparative value and behavior

judrg:,12nts.

The tests were scored for t>vo basic deterrn:ir:ants of self--actu-

alization:

itmer--di.rected support (127 items) anJ time competence (23 items) .
.

(
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Administration of the Test
1he POI was essentially self-adninistering.

1be items were printed

in re-usable test booklets Dnd the subjects recorded their answers on the
standard POI answer sheet for hand scoring.

Subjects were instructed to

print their name, age, year in school, sport, and playing position (if applicable) on the answer sheet.

The subjects then read the instructions on

the test booklet and all questions were fielded by the examiner.

In accor..

dal:lce wlth the POI Manual the examiner answered questions regarding definitions of words.

Questions dealing with concepts or interpretations of test

items were responded to by encouraging the examinee to use his own judgment
in choosing the nnst appropriate alternatives.
All tests were not adninistered in the classroom setting by the researcher.

?-.cacticality dictated adninistrations outside this settL"lg jn two

instances.

The test for the baseball team was administered by the baseball

·coach folloNing a detailed briefing of adninistration procedures.
club house was used for the test setting.

The team

A member of tbi.s thesis cor!I!littee

administered the test to the tennis team following a detailed briefing of
administration proce.d\rres.
Test Scoring '!!ld Interpretation
All tests were hand scored from standard POI arw.ver sheets.

The raw

scores for the support and time competence scales Here obtained by placing
a scoring

ten~late

over the answer sheet a..•d counting the number of blaekened

areas sho1,ri.ng tbrough tbe holes in the key.
k.v seores for the support and time competence scales were used to

provide a general measure of SA.

All compa:riscms '"'ere based on these raw

scores for all gr01.1ps and sub-groups.

18
[malysis

c::f. the !:_)ata

In the analysis of the data the follm-:d.ng statistical procedures were
used:

1.

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer

program ori file at the University of the Pacific Computer Services Department was employed for all statistical analysis.

T'ne SPSS condescriptive

procedure enabled the rese>.trcher to obtain the means and standard deviations
.f------f'.cur-any-nurrlb-er:-of-vaT:i:ab-J:es-.-A:rnm:alys-:ts-of-vadance (1C<'iJvfl.) was auEornafi-;;;_---cally run for all entered statistical breakdowns (Pacific 1977) .
2.

Al'<OVA .was employed to deterr.ri.ne differences am:mg and/ or between

_ group mean scores.

If a significant F ratio was found appropriate, post

hoc tests were used (Weber and Lamb 1970).
3.

Level of significance was established at . 05 for all statistical

procedLJres .
4.

Each of the above-mentioned statistical procedures was l!Sed in

the analysis of the data for each major group and sub-group tested.
5.

The hypotheses v1ere converted to the null form for aU statisti-

cal procedures.

Chapter 4
PF.ESENTATION, TP.EATI·IT:1IT, At'lD ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter includes the data gathered from the POI and discussions
I

of the treatment and analyses.

The data represents results from the support

and time competence scales from the POI for each group and sub-group.
The
_._________
_
support and time competence scales were analyzed separately a:1d treated in\

clividually as shown in Table 1 a11d Table 2.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run with (1) individual and team
sports, (2) good players, regular players, and substitutes, and (3) upperdivision and lower-division athletes as the groups to be analyzed.

1he level

of significance was established at . 05.
Data A11alysis

HyP?thesj.s 1:

TI1e SA of individual sport participants will be sig-

nific-mtly higher than team sport participa11ts.
At"1.0~~ ~~a~-used

to deter...'line significant differences_ among_ these groups._

Table 1 shows the results for the SL'Ppcrt scale.

No significant difference

was foun.d bet-ween individual sport participants a11cr tearn sport participa11ts.
Table 2 shows the results for the time competence scale.

P-esults shcrvJCd no

signi.fic.ant 11-ratio bet-ween individual sport participants and team sport
participants on either scale.
null fon'l was accepted.

111erefore, the h:y1Jothesis as stated in the

See Appendix A for mean scores and sta.11dard devia-

tions.
!I;pothesi_s 2:

Tile SA of good players \.;ill be sign.ificar:tly llighE'r

than. regular players and substitutes.

20

Table 1
ANOVA Table of L-:1divi.dual and Team
Sport Participants for Support

df (11egrees ot

SS (Sum of
Squares

Freedom)

----------------~--

,~___Bet::vzeen_Group"--------.'-1ltf.L-7-7-2-9------~1-)

Witl:-Lin Gro1..1ps

1156809748

(109)

Total

117130 7478

(110)

To be significant at. 005 level

F

F

= 1.3640

~

3 0%

tv!S Cl'!ean

Squared

-----l4A---.---7-7-'l9,----10601374

------------------------------------Table 2

PJ'JOVA Table of Individual and Team Sport
l'articipants for Time Competence

---·-Between Groups

ss

df

0 09()1.;8

(

MS

1)

Oo9048
7o7851

Witlllli Groups

84805727

(109)

Total

84904775

(110)
F

= Oo1162

To be significant at . 05 level F ~ 3 94
0

--~---

--

c-:.cc-~-~--~c=-===

-----------·-·-·-·-- --- ··-· ----

- ----------

--- --
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!JJ.P.ot0he:s.:t:s

~:

'Ibe _SA of regular players will be significantly higher

thL'h'l. substitutes.
'llte w.alysis of the data for hypotheses 2 and 3 was computed jointly.
Ai.·JOVA was used to detennine significant differences arr,ong these groups.

Table 3 shows the results for the support scale.
were fmmd

anong

No signifieant differences

the good players, regular players, and substitutes.

4 shows the results for the tilne c01npetence scale.

Table

No significant differences

showed _no significant F-raties for good players, regular players, and substitutes on either scale.
fom were accepted.
Hypothesis 4:

Therefore, hypotheses 2 and 3 as stated in the null

See Appendix B for neans and standard deviations.
The SA of college upper-division athletes will be sig-

n:i.fic.a:ntly higher than lower-division athletes.
PJ:iOVA 'vas. used to determine

~significant

differences

Table 5 shows the. results for the support scale.

g=u.lJS.

between these

No significant

difference. was fo1md bet-weE>n upper-division athletes and lower-division athletes.

Table 6 s.bovrs the results for the time competence scale.

No signifi-

cant difference was found between upper-divlsion athletes and lcMer-division
athletes.

Results shmved no sigp.ificant F-ratio between upper-division ath-

letes and lower-division athletes on either scale.
as stated :in the null form was accepted.
dard deviations.

TI1erefore, the hypothesis

See Appendix C for means and stan-

---------------

-------

----

-·--------
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Table 3
AJ.'i,OVA Table of C"0od Players, Regular Players,
And Substitutes for Support

ss

df

199.3019_

Betiveen Groups

(

HS

2)

99.6510
106.6152

Within Groups

11514.41+58

(lOS)

Total

11713.7478

(110)
F = 0.9347

To be signific.o'mt at . 05

F' 2 3. 09

Table 4
iillOVA Table of Good Players, Regular Players,
And Substitutes for Time Competence

ss

df

MS

2)

13.7547

821.9680

(108)

7.6108

849' '•775

(1.10)

Between Grou-ps

27.5094

Within Groups
Total

(

F

To be sig;:cLfic3nt at .05

F 2. 3.09

= 1.8073

--·------·~-·--·--·---
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Table 5
ili"JOVA Table of Upper-Division Athletes And
L:Jwer-Division Athletes for Support

ss

elf

HS

l)________£7-,1171 _ _ _ _~

Between Group,-.s.___ _ _ _7,_.7,_.._,.,1±17,_.l.________,(
Within Groups

11636. 6306

(109)

Total

11713.7478

(110)

106.7581

F = 0. 7224

To be significant at . 05

F

.>-. 3. 94

Table 6
AJ'IOVA Table of Upper-Division and Lower-Division
Athletes for Time Competence

ss
(

1.4424

Between Groups

HS

df
l)

~1):424

7.7801

Within Groups

8Lf8. 0351

(109)

Total

849.4775

(110)
F

= 0.1854

----· ----····-----------·
To be significant at . 05

F

2. 3. 911.
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. Findings

l.

No significant difference existed between individual and team sport

participants for the support and time competence scales.
2.

No significant difference existed between good players and regular

players for the support and time competence scales.
3.

No significant difference existed betwee..'1 good players and substi-

tutes for the support and time corapetence scales.
1 - - - - - - - - , 4 - .-No-stgrri-fi:cantcttfferP..nce ex.i.sted-between regular players and sub-

stitutes for the support and time competence scales.
5.

No significant difference existed between L'Pper··division subjects

and lower-division subjects for the support and time competence scales.

~---

--~~~-----
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Chapter 5
SUH·!ARY, CONC"LUSIONS, AND RECCX1t,•JENDATIONS

The purpose of this study

vlSS

to determine the degree of self-

actualization (SA) as rreasured by the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)
among various groups of male intercollegiate athletes at the lJnivers_:_i_ct,_y_o_:_f_ _ _ _ __
the Pacific.

The subjects (N = lll) were male intercollegiate athletes at

the University of the Pacific, and included rrerubers from both individual and
team sports.

·roe specific teams were golf (N = 8), tennis (N = 5), swimni.ng

(N = 6), baseball (N = 25), basketball (N

= 14),

subjects were categorized ir1to tbree sub-groups:

and football (N = 53).

1"ne

(1) individual sport members

(golf, tennis, sw:llmdng) and team sport menlbers (baseball, basketball, football); (2) good players, regular players, anu substitutes; artd (3) upper·division athletes and lower-division athletes.
The POI (Shostrom 1963) was administered to measure the degree of SA
for al.l participating subjects.

Raw scores v1ere collected from the support

(127 items) and time competence (23 items) scales of the POL

Since these

VNO major scales offered a valid and reliable measure of SA, practicality

dictated their use and the exclusion of the available ten sub--scales.

These

measures of SA were correlated with the various sub··group categories in search
of significar1t relationships.
It •Nas hypothesized tbat the SA of individual sport participants v.uuld
be significantly higher tban team sport participants.

It vlas hypothesized

that the SA of good players would be significantly higher than regular players,
and that the &\ of re12;ular players -v;ould be significantly higher than

25
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substitutes.

And, it \vas hypothesized that the SA of upper-division athletes

would be significantly higher than lower-division athletes.
111e statistical analysis was treated by the University of the Pacific
Coo:puter Services Department.

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) program was used in detemlining an analysis of variance for all groups

and sub-groups.

The level of significance was established at .05 for all

statistical procedures.
No significant differences were found When f'A raw scores r,vere COOlJared
among (1) individual and team sport members, (2) good players, regular players,
and substitutes, and (3) upper-division athletes and lower-division athletes.
Tbe PDI did not di.scriminate clearly enough to predict athletic performance group membership.

The POI results displayed mathematical differences

. among all groups tested; b_awever, statistical differences, never threatened tl:.e
critical level of significanc:e.

These findings may suggest that SA by itself

was not a valid indicator of individual athletic performance.

In conclusion,

the POI may not be a practical instrument When attempting to discern statistical differences among bowogeneous groups in the collegiate athletic setting.
Discussion of the Conclusions
Results were presented below in relation to the hypothe.ses presented
in G'ha:p ter 1.

It was hypochesized that the SA of individml sport participants would
be si.grLificantly higher than team sport participants.

This prediction steamed

from writings of Nurphy (1975), Leonard (1975),. and Spino (1976).

They

sug-

gested that self··actualizi.ng may be. facilitated i.n the inclividml sport setting as COOlJarecl to the team sport setting.

P.esults showed no signific.ant

difference; therefore, the directional hypothesis was rej eeted.
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It was hypothesized that the SA of good players would be significantly
higher tban regular players and substitutes.

Previous writings by Gallwey

(1974, 1976), l.furphy(1975), l'!aslow (1961, 1962, 1968, 1970), Novak (1976),
and Trungpa (1973) suggested that a person operated closer to his potential
when he was in a self-actualizing state.
ise that self-actualizers

Liftslow (1970) established the prem-

P~1?erience rrorr~nts

of self-actualizing or peak ex-

periences =re frequently, intP.nsely, and perfectly than lesser self.. act"ual.izers.

Based on this premise, it was predicted that the SA of good players

WOl.lld be higher

~.regular

players and substitutes.

The results showed no

significant differences; therefore, the directiona1 hypothesis was rejected.
It was hypothesized that .the SA of regular players would be significantly higher than substitutes.
ise as the second hypothesis.

This prediction was based on the same premThe results shmved no significant difference,

and therefore the directional hypothesis was rejected.
It was hypothesized that the SA of upper-divisi.on athletes 1·JOuld be
significantly higher than lower-division athletes.

HaslmJ (1970) and Shos-

trOJil., fu"18pp, and Knapp (1976) developed the theoretical position that age
was a significant factor with regards to SA.

Rnapp (1976) found advanced

college student samples higher than entering college students as did Lee
(1965) .

rne

conclusions.

statistical results from this sample did not support their
The results shmved no significant difference; therefore., the

directional hypothesis was rejected.
Results of the POI failed to support the hypothesis that the SA of
individual sport participants would be higher than te.-'Jill sport participants.
Scores for the groups were very close on both scales of the POI, suggesting
that. the level of SA for all sport participants in th:Ls study were very s:irn:ilar.

See Append:L'l: A for :mean.s and standard deviations.

- - · - - - - - - --- ---------
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Differences based on good players, regular players, and substitutes
were not statistically sign.i.ficant.

This rejected the directional hypothesis

that the SA of good players would be higher than regular players and substitutes.

This also rejected the directional hypothesis tbat the SA of regular

players would be higher tha..Yl substitutes.

The mean score for the support

scale for good players was 83,4 as compared to 81.9 for regular players and
79 2 for substitutes on the same scale' which indicated that groups scored
0

in order of thei.r performance evaluation.

See Appendix B fo:r means and stan-

dard deviations . · This sur,gested a number of possibilities:

There was a

possibility that, based on this sample (N = 111), the POI did not discriminate clearly enough to predict athletic performance group membership.

These

findings may also suggest that SA by itself was not a valid indicator of .i.ndiv.i..dual athletic performance.

T'ce findings of thi.s SiliJPle my :tndicute tbat

perfommce may be rrore accurately detennined by otht>.:r variables such as
strength, speed, agility, coordir.atian, etc.

In sumna.tion for this sample,

group membership related to athletic performance could not be. predicted by
the POI.
Differences based

0£1

age \vere not significant ben;eell. upper-division

and lowe:r-·div:isi.an athletes for SA as measured by the POL

This rejected

the directiov..al hypothesis that the SA of upper-div-ision athletes \vould be
higher· than lower-division athletes.

These findbgs displayed that the level

of SA was very similar for upper-division and lower-division athletes in this
study.

These findings did not support those of other studies rneasurmg simi-

lar variables.

This result may be caused by the breakdmvrr of the t\;o groups,

ill tbat the age difference of the gro}lps of juniors and seniors and freslmen

and sophomores was not great enough to allow for significant <lifferences .
See Appendix C fer means and standa:r.d deviations.
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No significant difference was found between any of the groups tested.
Therefore, the four hypotheses when stated in the null form for statistical
pUl~oses

were accepted.

'I11e POI results displayed mthernatical differences among all groups
tested; ha.vever, statistical differe..'1ces never threatened the critical level
of significance.

The POI my not be a practical instrument when attempting

to discern precise differences aJrong homogeneous group.s in the collegiate
atnletic setting.
When the total sample results of this study were COI:JPared to those of
Ibrahim and l>Jorrison (1976) and Lee (1965), both who measured male college
students in similar sized samples, (N

= 100)

and (N

= 150),

respectively,

raw scores for the support artd time competence scale were strilcingly ·similar.
As an entire population, results showed the sample in this study to be average

for SA >vhe:n compared to norms presented by Knapp (1976).
based on a sampling of (N

= 2, 196)

These norms we:t:e

college students.

In search of other possible significm1t correlations, meat1 scores for

each teatn were compared.

Results showed no significant differences

any of the si."'l: teams in this study.

aJIOng

These results suggested that for this

sample SA was not dependent upon any particular sport.

J'leans m1d standard

deviations by teams are presEnted in Appendix D.
. Reconn1endations_ f?r Further Study
l.

Further studies need to be conducted to determine whether the

sporting e;:wironment enhances the process of SA.

It would be of value to

administer pre and post tests over the duration of one season comparing
differences arxng athletes and non-·athletes.
2.

Further studies need to be ccmducted a:mng athletes and non-

athletes to determine whether sport attracts or rejects higher

self~·
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actualizing individuals.
3.

A longitudinal study should be conducted using the POI and the

same sample to detenn_i.ne changes in SA annng ex-college athletes and comparing effects of age based on test-retest administrations over certain periods
of time.
4.

A follow-up study employing interviews and further POI applications

of those individuals who scored exceedingly low or high could help determine
r----the-make=rlp-oi:-<clre-c:ollege at:i1letes of tom:>rraw.

------------------·-=-=-=·=-===~-
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Appendix A
HE'ANS AND STM'DARD DEVIATIONS FOR D.'IDIVIDUAL
AL'l"D T'EAl'l SPORT PARTICIPANTS FDR
TI-lE Tll1E CG1PETENCE SCALE

StJlli

1-l".e<:m

Standar_d_
Deviation

N

Individual Sport
Participants

310.000

16.316

2.562

(19)

Team Sport
Participants

1479.000

16.076

2.833

(92)

-·Total

1789.000

16.117

2.779

(111)

!lEANS Ai'TD STAJ.'ID.ARD DEVIATIONS FOR IND!V]])UAL
h'ID TEA11 SPORT PARTICIPAL'ITS FOR
TI-lE SUPPORT SCALE

Sum

Nean

Standard
Deviation

Irtdividual Sport
Participants

1507.000

79 .. 316

11.809

(19)

Tear.tl Sport
Participants

7576.000

32.343
--31.829

9.977
--·-

(92)
--

10.319

(111)

----Total

9033.000

N

-------
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A;:>pendix B
HEAl'\JS Al'ID STANDARD DEVIATIONS FDR GOOD PlAYERS,
REGT.JlAR PlAYERS, Al'ID SUBSTITUTES :F'OR THE
TTI1E COl1PETENCE SCAlE

Hean

N

-----466.000

Standard
Be.v..!.cat..i..ur

16.643

2.656

(28)

1036.000

16.188

2.%3

(64)

287.000

15.105

3.085

(19)

Sum

Good Players
Regular :Players
Substitutes

-Total

1789.000

16.117

2.779

(111)

------·
J.!EANS AND STANDA..liD DEVIATIONS FOR C',()()D PlAYERS,
REGUIAR PlAYeRS, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR
THE Sill'PORT SCALE

Sum

l1ean

Standard
Deviation

N

Good Players

2335.000

83.393

10.735

(28)

Regular Players

52Lf3.000

81.922

10.856

(64)

Substitutes

1505.000

79.211

------

-----

9083.000

81.829

7.262
----10.319

(19)
--(111)

Total

--=-~~=-:::=~=-~------"------------=~=-_::.::::_-----

--- ---

- --- - -------~

Appendix C
r1F.ANS AND STA"!_')A'm D1\TIATIONS FOR UPPER~DIVISION
AND LOWER~DIVISION ATI1LETES FOR
THE TllvJE COl1PET&'\lCE SCALE

~---

Sum

}-feen

Upper-Division
Athletes

864.000

Lower-Division
Athletes

---

Total

Standard

N

nev]atjon

---

16.000

2.842

(54)

925.000

16.228

2.739

(57)

1789.000

16.117

--2.779

(111)

!:lEANS Al.\ID STANDI';&') DEV:IP:riONS FOR UPPER-DIVISION

.,. --

AND LO\.JER-DIVISION ATHI.ETES
FOR THE SUPPORT SCALE

Sun

Hean

Standard
Desdation

N

Upper-Division
Athletes

/.1465.000

82.685

10.617

(54)

Lower-Division
Athletes

4618.000

81.018

10.056

------

----

---

__(_57)

Total

9083.000

81.829

10.319

,__ .....

(ill)
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Appendix D
}JEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR AIL TEliHS
FOR TilE Tll1E COMPE'l'ENCE SCALE

Sum

Hean

Standard
Deviation

88.000

14.667

2.160

( 6)

140.000
82.000

17.500
16.400

1.195
3.782

( 8)
( 5)

Basketball

393.000
229.000

Football

857.000

15.720
16.357
16.170

3.361
3.003
2.548

(25)
(14)
(53)

1789.000

16.117

2.779

(111)

-

sw±rmling

Golf
r.rennis

Baseball

Total

N

MEAI\IS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR AIL 'I'EliMS
FOR -TilE SUPPORT SCALE

Sun

Hean

Standard
Deviation

·N

Swinrning

486.000

81.000

3.075

( 61

Golf

650.000
371.000

81.250
74.200

c8)"

2041.000
1145.000
4390.000

81.640
81,786
82.830

5.676
21,100
11,09Lf
12,6ll4
8. 768

Tennis
Baseball
Basketball
Football
Total

9083.000

81.8288

--

10.3193

(5)

(25)
(14)
.Gi~)
...........................

(111)

